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ABSTRACT
Delivering high-quality content within tight deadlines is part of the daily fare for digital media studios. The
pressure applied to production by 4K and ever-higher video resolution is another matter, and now is the
time to take advantage of new technology approaches to 4K production workflows. This talk will discuss
the need for improved architectures as studios embrace 4K camera formats and project elements, and
how to move past limitations of existing HD-based technical infrastructure by embracing the latest in
scale-out commodity enterprise infrastructure. When looking into different storage options, opportunities
to optimize the production pipeline should be leveraged so 4K projects finish on time. Can creative teams
utilize higher-resolution elements without slowing down their I/O experience? Will the renderfarm support
increasingly complex render algorithms requiring greater I/O? We will discuss how improvements to
scale-out NAS can support 4K production requirements and deliver consistent high data throughput, high
storage capacity, seamless scalability, and the instant availability of production data to keep workflows
on track.
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